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Why Design-Build?
I prepared this guide after seeing so many people struggle with

understanding the differences between the Design-Build system
of project delivery versus the traditional system. Design-Build
has many advantages over the traditional system where an
owner himself hires an architect for design, engineers for
technical trades, interior designers and a builder for
construction. These are all independent people running
independent businesses. Coordination between these individual

teams while keeping track of the overall performance and
progress of the project can get very challenging, often long and
tortuous.
The roots of the Design-Build system came from the nineteenth
century figure of the Master Builder, men who had the highest
respect from their peers and clients, due to their mastery and
knowledge. In the twentieth century most projects were being
executed under the traditional system and professionals
continued to receive training under this system. However,
Design-Build has been gaining more and more leverage as
clients and architects have started to understand and realize
several benefits that this system brings.
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“An investment in knowledge
pays the best interest”

– Benjamin Franklin

Kurt Krueger, AIA
Architect-Builder

Number One: More Comprehensive Site Evaluation
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Buyers usually turn to one of three kinds of people for advice when considering
purchasing a property – realtor, architect or builder. Honest realtors who don’t sweet
talk buyers just to make a sale may be able to give the right advice at times.
However, this will usually depend on the kinds of homes the realtor has seen built on
properties previously sold. Although realtors might have some level of vision, they
might not have the professional training necessary to give overall well informed
advice that covers various critical aspects.
More savvy buyers will turn to either an architect or a builder for advice when
evaluating a property. This is of course the recommended course of action, where
the buyer will be able to get advice from professionally trained individuals who are
from the field of creation or construction. The single drawback of this is different
advice may be given depending upon the type of building professional. For instance,
if the advice comes from an architect, they will probably be evaluating and imagining
what kind of project can be put on the property and how it could be designed. If the
advice comes from a builder, then they will be evaluating more the ease of
construction of the site and the logistics of being able to put a structure on the
property. Ideally, you want a professional that considers both aspects of the property
evaluation.
A Design-Builder will have a compounded vision derived from several different
evaluations. He will have the ability to consider and weigh various criteria into site
election, evaluate as well as visualize the way a structure could be designed while
keeping in mind logistics and construction of the structure. The design-builder will
consider and evaluate aspects and issues often overlooked by an architect and
weigh in these into the preliminary cost projections for one site vs. another.

One of the first key steps to a successful project is
proper site selection. Don’t make the mistake of
buying property without consulting a professional.

Number Two: Better Design Through Understanding Construction
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Architects can focus very strongly on their ability to create good designs and
on what sets them apart. However, in doing so, they often completely ignore
potential structural issues and complications that could arise due to an impractical built form or shape. They completely depend on the structural engi-

neers to figure it out while in reality it can be incredibly challenging to actually build some of those forms. It can either get extremely expensive or
sometimes it’s just not possible to make an odd built form that is also structurally stable.
This is when difference of opinions start between architects and structural
engineers causing delays in the progress of the project. The engineer starts
offering solutions that may require slight design alterations in order to make
the built form structurally stable, while the architect or designer is not willing
to accept and incorporate those changes or alter his overall design in any
way. The project can remain to a standstill until all concerned parties are in
mutual agreement about design and structural issues.
A Design-Builder is a better alternative to the above because he will work in
the overall interest of the owner or client. He has the ability to create and
design while taking into account, structural and engineering challenges. He
also has an in depth understanding of the intricacies of construction and
how overall systems are supposed to work. This allows the design-builder to
properly design a project while keeping all technical aspects in mind. And
since the design has already taken into account and addressed potential
issues at the concept stage itself, it becomes easier for the engineers to exBENEDICT CANYON RESIDENCE
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

ecute on site without making any major alterations or changes. The project
thereby can move on smoothly without any delays due to difference of opin-

Number Three: Better Construction Through Understanding Design
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In traditional construction delivery system, the architect
hands over the design to a contractor or a builder who will
eventually construct and execute the project. This requires
the contractor or builder to read and learn the drawings,
interpret the design and build the project from a combina-

tion of information acquired from various different resources and teams.
This could lead to problems arising from the contractor
who may or may not have fully understood the drawings. If
there are issues that were not properly solved or addressed during the design phase but surface during the
construction phase, then those need to be re-addressed.
Usually, in such cases the contractor will have to go back
to the architect and wait for a solution. It may take the architect’s office days or weeks to create the design revisions needed which in turn causes delay in the overall duration of the project.
A Design-Builder however, will be able to perform construction of the project without any of these glitches or drawbacks, since they already know the project inside out right
from the start. There is nothing new that they need to understand or interpret. The project execution will be fairly
straightforward and simple since in most case any potential issues will have been addressed during the design
phase itself.
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Number Four: Enhanced Client Communication
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In the traditional system, the owner has to go through a series of hoops to be able to

spending much more time in aligning the teams and defining a plan of action than he or

finally build and complete his project. First the owner would select an architect who will

she would prefer.

design the project, then the design would have to go into construction drawings
development phase. For this, the client will usually have to find engineers from different
trades to deal with different aspects of the project. Once the project is fully done on
paper, it goes into actual construction where the client then needs to deal with the
contractor or builder.

Since the Design-Build system involves having a single firm perform the entire process,
starting from design through construction and execution, the client has to deal with a
single point of contact for all communication on the project making his own life much
easier and hassle free. Coordination between professionals specializing in various
individual aspects of the construction process is smoother since they all are from the

With involvement of so many different professionals in the project, it becomes difficult

same team or firm and know the project inside out right from the start. Also, in case

for the owner to coordinate, figure out the right path of action and often putting the

coordination issues or any other technical issue arise, it is the responsibility of the design

client in the middle of discussions and debates between consultants. The owner ends up

builder and not that of the owner to tackle them.
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Number Five: Better Chances of Getting the Project Built
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The traditional Design-Bid-Build system usually shows the disconnect
many architects have with realities of construction and the costs associated with it. Typically, finished design is supplied to the owner who then puts
it out for different contractors to bid upon. These bids usually come back
with considerably higher quotes than the owner had initially budgeted for.
As a result the owner has to go back into the negotiation process with contractors to see who will provide the best price. This however can get tricky
and even dangerous, since chances of the lowest bidder compromising on
quality in order to meet the lower costs rises.
Even worse situations arise when the project costs shoot beyond the own-

er’s original budget owing to the designer’s shortsightedness and disconnect with practicality. And at this point there may be no other alternative
but to redesign the entire project. This can set the project back by months
and not to mention a huge disappointment to the owner who has a design
that just cannot be built anymore due to being over budget.
A Design-Builder has first-hand experience, detailed information of costing
and overall a much better understanding of the real costs involved in a

project. This gives the design-builder the ability to design a project within
budget constraints. Usually, the percentage of design-build projects that
end up shooting over budget is much lower than the projects done by the
COMPARTÉS CHOCOLATIER

traditional method.
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Overall, projects done in the design-build system end up having a much
better chance of completion than projects done by the traditional system.

Number Six: Value Based Project Design and Results
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In a Traditional Project, the owner must often manage
different personalities and agendas of independent

service providing professionals as each of these professionals have only their personal interests in mind.
The designer wants his design to excel even though it
may be overlooking other important technical issues.
Engineers often concentrate on their systems alone,
even if it’s detrimental to the design. And the owner is
now left to evaluate and decide the best option from

alternatives given to him and he has to do so without
any formal training, simply based on his best judgment or common sense.
In a Design-Build Project, the design-builder performs
a careful balancing act, weighing in design, technical
as well as budgeting aspects at all times and thereby
provide the owner with best possible solutions. He
takes into account all aspects and criteria in order to
make an informed decision. This combination of factors proves beneficial for the owner as he can now
rest assured of his project being completed on time,
with minimum compromises and headaches and most
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importantly within budget.

Number Seven: Faster Overall Delivery
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We have already seen some of the problems that commonly face projects done in the

often able to overlap activities of costing and budgeting with that of the design process

traditional Design-Bid-Build system. The budget disconnect of the designers, lack of

thereby making the overall timeframe shorter. Additionally, since the client hires the

agreement between designer and engineers, the delayed timeframe due to redesigns or

design-builder to perform the construction right from the start, the permits process can be

selection of contractor within budget etc., all lead to an extended timeframe.

initiated as soon as the design is completed and final sets of plans and copies are printed.
This saves a lot of time between completion of design, sifting through several bids and final-

A Design-Build project does not lose so much time due to miscommunications between

ly hiring the right contractor.

the teams, budget discrepancies, back n forth between contractor bids etc. The project is
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Number Eight: Single Point of Responsibility
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When a project is executed in the
traditional system, it is usually hard to
determine who exactly is responsible if
and when something goes wrong. None
of the employed parties would want to
take responsibility single handedly in
order to avoid penalties of any kind and
thus causing delays in the progress
of the project.
In a Design-Build project however the
client has a single person to deal with
and that person is responsible for the
entire project. This not only makes things
easier for the owner, but it also adds
additional responsibility and pressure on
the design-builder to make sure that
everything is done right and mistakes
are held to an absolute minimum.
In this business, word of mouth is
extremely essential for growth of
business, therefore a Design-Builder has
SUNSET
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a vested interest in making sure that the
project is executed as smoothly as
possible and is eventually successfully

completed.

Number Nine: Decreased Administrative Burden

Asking the
Right Questions
SYCAMORE RESIDENCE
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In the Traditional System, the client ends up spending a large amount of time in administrative issues, managing

large amounts of paper work and bills for the project coming in from all directions. Often, the owner ends up
spending so much time tending to paperwork and bills that he is left with little time to devote to the project itself.
This can cause for him to make some delayed decisions affecting the progress of the project.
In a Design-Build
Build Project, the administrative burden for the owner is reduced since all bills come from a single
source; therefore the amount of time spent on checking and reviewing information is greatly reduced. The owner
thus has more time to dedicate to the project itself, enabling him to make quicker choices and decisions.
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Number Ten: Tighter Knowledge and Control of the Project
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In a Traditional Project, the owner will be solely
responsible for management of various aspects
of the entire project including design, technical
decisions, budgeting etc. Most owners are not
good at balancing all of this at once since their
time is already invested in their own professional
commitments. All hired professionals will handle
only their part of the job and will perform within
the boundaries of their trade. Often, especially in
the design and construction of custom homes,
the owner ends up being the one who makes all
the decisions.

In a Design-Build Project, a single firm handles
everything, which creates a huge advantage for
the owner as the coordination and management
of the entire project is now the responsibility of
that firm’s lead. If need be, the owner only needs
to manage this single point of contact. This firm
or its team has an integral knowledge about all

aspects of the project from the start including
design, budget, structural aspects etc. This allows
the team members to have a better
understanding and grip on the overall project
enabling them to work hand in hand with each
other and giving the owner a project experience
that is smooth and enjoyable.
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Why Design-Build

True luxury is a custom home with unique details, character, and
craftsmanship unlike anything else you’ve ever seen. Imagine a home built
just for you with stunning, high-style details and the quality that only master
craftsmen can contribute. Achieve your goals by working with an ArchitectBuilder on the design and construction of your luxury home. The benefits
have never been clearer.



Budgeting. Our in-house expertise and process of continually
refining and updating the building costs makes budgets more
realistic and reliable. This give you great confidence in your design
choices; with the added benefit of skipping the traditional bid
phase— saving valuable time.



Communication. Poor communication is the reason most projects
fail. Design-Build creates a single point of contact and
accountability ensuring projects run smoothly.



Design. Construction knowledge improves design. Don’t be
limited. Innovate and be inspired because you know what can be
built and are willing to push the envelope.



Construction. Having an architect working with the construction
trades ensures quality and craftsmanship and that the home is
built as designed.



Timeline. One team means a streamlined processes that saves
time, money, and stress.
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Are you ready to talk to the Architect?
Contact Kurt Krueger Architects
12207 Wilshire Blvd, #203
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310.979.9945
KurtKruegerArchitects.com

